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Growth Curve Of Holiday Flips Tops 500 Again. Exclusive. For a second consecutive year, 
the number of all-Christmas stations in the U.S. has exceeded 500, as a near record number 
of outlets tap into the seasonal format that draws ratings and revenue like a magnet. There are 
528 stations airing all-holiday tunes, according to Inside Radio’s PrecisionTrak.com database, 
one station less than 2014’s record-setting total of 529. The number marks a decade of growth 
that has seen the all-Yule ranks swell by 75% since 2005. The total doesn’t include the growing 
number of stations programming a partial Christmas format or online-only and HD side channels. 
Among persons aged 6+, ratings for all-Christmas ACs in Nielsen’s December survey are up 
a tick over last year (8.5-8.6) but the full extent of the format’s appeal in 2015 won’t be known 
until the Holiday survey is released in January. AC radio’s equivalent of the Super Bowl, the 
format’s appeal transcends every demo and gender. Stations that have earned the position as 
their market’s go-to holiday music station are often able to charge advertisers a premium during 
December, when their ratings skyrocket. “When you’re reaching one out of every two people 
in the marketplace, advertisers want be there to affect their sales and their success during the 
holiday season,” says Greater Media Boston VP/market manager Mary Menna. From blow-torch 
FMs to rimshotters and AMs, the format is found up and down the dial. Four markets have 
four all-Yule stations: Birmingham, Chicago, Grand Rapids, Rochester, NY and Wilkes Barre-
Scranton, PA. Scores of cities have three and markets with two are increasingly common. Last 
year Atlanta and Miami were the only major markets with no Santa station but in 2015 Atlanta 
held that distinction alone. 

Here Comes The Christmas Format Ratings Stampede. The Christmas format continued to crush the competition in 
December ratings released Tuesday by Nielsen. Among listeners aged 6+, all-holiday stations ranked No. 1 in Baltimore, 
Boston, Detroit, Minneapolis, Phoenix, St. Louis and Tampa, and finished second in Denver, Detroit, and Seattle. The survey 
covers Nov. 5 through Dec. 2. The all-Yule ratings tidal wave won’t crest until the Holiday survey, which covers Dec.3 to Dec. 
30. In Baltimore, CBS Radio AC WLIF sprinted 7.6-9.1 among listeners aged 6+, busting loose from its first place tie with 
iHeartMedia country WPOC and beating its own Dec. 2014 number by two full shares. In Boston, Greater Media AC “Magic 
106.7” WMJX maintained the market-topping 8.0 share it posted in November but fell short of the 9.1 it notched one year 
ago. December marked two up books in a row for Bonneville AC KOSI Denver (3.3-4.2-6.1). But Entercom classic rocker 
KQMT (6.3-6.2) narrowly edged it out and KOSI missed last December’s 6.5. Two stations split the Christmas spoils in 
Detroit: iHeart AC WNIC (4.5-8.0) and CBS Radio classic hits WOMC (6.8-7.2), ranked first and second. That’s a combined 
15.2 for holiday music in the Motor City, the same as last December although the shares are more evenly split between the 
two this year. In Minneapolis iHeart classic hits “Kool 108 “ KQQL reclaimed the pole position (7.3-8.5), besting the 7.7 it 
delivered last December. In Phoenix, iHeart AC KESZ lurched 6.0-9.5, pulling ahead of CBS Radio classic hits KOOL-FM 
and Hubbard Broadcasting classic rock KLSX-FM and easily improving on the 7.8 it notched one year ago. Santa Delivers 
– Get more holiday stations ratings at InsideRadio.com.
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FTC Issues Enforcement Policy On Native Advertising. As radio stations continue to respond to advertiser demand for 
native advertising, the Federal Trade Commission is getting in on the act, with a freshly minted enforcement policy statement 
explaining how established consumer protection principles apply to advertising formats—including native ads they say 
“look like surrounding non-advertising content.” On Tuesday, Dec. 22, it released the “Enforcement 
Policy Statement on Deceptively Formatted Advertisements,” which affirms a “long-standing 
consumer protection principle” that advertisements and promotional messages that promote the 
benefits and attributes of goods and services should be easily identifiable as advertising. Jessica 
Rich, director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection, said, “The FTC’s policy applies time-tested 
truth-in-advertising principles to modern media. People browsing the Web, using social media 
or watching videos have a right to know if they’re seeing editorial content or an ad.” The policy 
statement explains that an ad’s format is deceptive if it “materially misleads consumers about the 
ad’s commercial nature, including through any implied or express representation that it comes 
from a party other than the sponsoring advertiser.” Further, if the source of advertising content is clear, consumers “can 
make informed decisions about whether to interact with the advertising and the weight to give the information conveyed in 
the ad.” The commission’s vote approving the Enforcement Policy Statement on Deceptively Formatted Advertisements was 
clear cut: 4-0. While native advertising is more pervasive among web publishers, iHeartRadio and CBS Radio brought in 
executives in 2013 to oversee branded content initiatives.

When Are Disclosures Needed In Native Advertising? In light of the Federal Trade Commission’s newly released 
“Enforcement Policy Statement on Deceptively Formatted Advertisements”—designed to protect consumers from the 
potential of misunderstanding that the growing trend of “native advertising” is indeed a pitch for products and services, the 
agency also issued “Native Advertising: A Guide for Business.” The document is designed to help companies understand 
and comply with its policy statement in the context of native advertising. The business guide provides examples of when 
disclosures are necessary “to prevent deception” and offers FTC staff guidance on how to make clear and prominent 
disclosures within the format of native ads, according to the agency. Its policy statement and business guidance are, in 
part, the result of FTC staff’s analysis of information collected at a December 2013 workshop where the agency debated 
whether consumers are able to distinguish between content paid for by an advertiser and that solely created by a media 
outlet. FTC chairwoman Edith Ramirez signaled then that the consumer protection agency would keep a more watchful eye 
on the practice. Inside Radio quoted her in December 2013: “While native advertising may certainly bring some benefits 
to consumers, it has to be done lawfully. By presenting ads that resemble editorial content, an advertiser risks implying 
deceptively that the information comes from a non-biased source.”

CBS Radio Nets Obama Campaign Vet. Michael Simon, who led the Obama presidential campaign’s analytics team, 
has joined CBS Radio as a senior advisor to the division. He will report to radio division president Andre Fernandez. CBS 
says Simon will work closely with senior management to enhance overall data analytics capabilities and create new data-
driven ad products and strategies for political campaigns, candidates and related committees and organizations. With the 
2016 election race well underway, Fernandez says the time is right to develop efficiencies across the radio division’s data 
management platforms and business-to-business application tools. “Michael is one of the foremost experts in data analytics 
whose expertise will quickly elevate our efforts in transforming our vast collection of user information into more meaningful 
business applications,” Fernandez said in a news release, adding that the analytics will “lead to smarter programming 
and marketing decisions, and optimized advertising purchases in the future.” A data analytics entrepreneur based in New 
York, Simon earlier established and managed the first-of-its-kind in-house analytics department for Barack Obama’s 
groundbreaking presidential campaign, served in the Obama Administration and founded HaystaqDNA, a data science 
consultancy. He’s a regular commentator on big data, politics and business intelligence, and has been featured in The New 
York Times, “PBS NewsHour,” USA Today, CNBC, The Wall Street Journal and other outlets and has been an invited guest 
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speaker at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and the World Economic Forum of Young Global Leaders. Next In a 
Series: CBS Radio continues to bulk up its executive ranks; read more at InsideRadio.com.

Cruz Tops Vital Poll—Conservative Talkers. Republican presidential hopeful Sen. Ted Cruz is basking in praise from some 
powerful allies—top conservative radio talk show hosts. With the Iowa caucus less than six weeks away, many of radio’s top 
conservative voices are pulling for Cruz—and distancing themselves from Republican frontrunner Donald Trump. According to 
a report in Politico, Cruz is getting valuable support from hosts that attract tens of millions of listeners, many of whom are likely 
to vote in Republican primaries. It reinforces the power of conservative radio talk shows and the influence of their hosts. “The 
backing of these right-wing opinion-makers is significant,” the Politico report notes. “Their preference for Cruz, in fact, suggests 
the upswing in his standing in Iowa and national polls has some durability.” Cruz’s supporters read like a Who’s Who of the 
conservative media, including Glenn Beck, Rush Limbaugh, Steve Deace, Laura Ingraham and Erik Erickson. “He’s my guy. I 
like Ted Cruz a lot,” Beck said recently on Fox News, Politico reports. The on-air endorsements are coming at the expense of 
Trump, who previously enjoyed early support from radio hosts. When Trump swiped at Cruz last week, calling him a “little bit 
of a maniac,” radio hosts leapt to Cruz’s defense on their shows. Playing Trump—While the radio hosts continue to cover 
Trump, one remains unconvinced of his chances; read more at InsideRadio.com.

Pandora Comes To Terms With ASCAP, BMI On Licensing. Pandora’s newly announced agreements with both ASCAP and 
BMI to cover public performance licensing is a leading initiative to enhance the service’s interactive capability and prepare it 
for geographic diversification. That’s the takeaway from a Dec. 22 Billboard story in which—as Inside Radio reported— both 
songwriter Performance Rights Organizations further their goal of delivering “improved” performance 
royalties for their songwriters and publishers, while Pandora will benefit “from greater rate certainty and 
the ability to add new flexibility to the company’s product offering over time.” Billboard reports that Pandora 
had been seen as an antagonist by the music business despite hundreds of millions of dollars in annual 
royalty payments to the industry—and that it “switched tactics over recent months and became much 
more accommodating and artist friendly.” The music streaming service previously struck direct deals with 
Sony/ATV, SONGS Music Publishing, Downtown Music Publishing, Warner/Chappell, independent label 
body Merlin and also recently settled the well-publicized case that dealt with royalties on music recorded 
prior to 1972. Sources also tell the trade magazine that Pandora agreed to give publishers their pro-rata share of 10% of revenue, 
up from the 4.1% it had been paying—until recent direct deals and the BMI rate court resulted in an estimated 5.4% of revenue 
for 2014. In addition to those higher rates, the direct deals also spare the music publishing community—and Pandora—from the 
potential of costly court litigation. Next Moves: What’s up Pandora’s sleeve? Find Out at InsideRadio.com.

Best Of The Blogs: ‘The 800 Pound Gorilla.’ While some posit that when music aficionados discover the likes of Pandora, 
Spotify and SiriusXM, their allegiance to traditional radio is left in the dust, nothing could be farther from the truth. In a recent post 
on the JacoBlog, Jacobs Media president Fred Jacobs addresses “Radio: The 800 Pound Gorilla.” He’s referring to SiriusXM 
EVP & CFO David Frear’s comments at a December Bank of America meeting: “Radio is overwhelmingly where people who 
leave our service go. They’re the 800-pound gorilla.” Based on the company’s own Techsurvey11, Jacobs writes: “It turns out that 
while core radio listeners may be enjoying all sorts of new media outlets, from social to video to web news to music pure-plays, 
it doesn’t necessarily put a damper on their continued enthusiasm for and use of broadcast radio.” In fact, more than four in 10 
among its sample of 41,000+ respondents still spend four or more hours listening to radio on an average day. The Techsurvey 
looked at daily radio listening and then studied consumers who regularly listen to Pandora, Spotify or Sirius XM. It found that 
more than half of radio’s core listening audience spends time on YouTube during the course of a week. Three in 10 use Pandora 
and more than seven in 10 log onto Facebook at least weekly (if not more often). “Regular users of Facebook, YouTube, Pandora 
and many other popular digital brands give their primary radio stations consistently solid recommendation scores,” he notes. 
TechSurvey Takeaway – Remaining relevant in a busy media environment. Go To InsideRadio.com.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE — BEASLEY MEDIA GROUP
Director of Sales (DOS) / Las Vegas, Nevada 

Director of Sales (DOS) / Fayetteville, North Carolina   
            
The Director of Sales manages sales activities of the following revenue lines: radio, digital, live events 
and our line of interactive products. This individual will manage and oversee the daily operations of the 
market’s integrated sales department. The successful Director of Sales will develop strategies to attain 
sales revenue and market share goals within the market.  

  The ideal candidate will: 
• Lead the local sales team in creating value and delivering results for advertisers;
• Develop and implement strategic integrated sales plans;
• Maintain a weekly on-street presence, meeting with key clients;
• Demonstrate ability to innovate and change quickly, based upon market and industry needs.

 
  Qualifications:

• Proven advertising industry experience including but not limited to:
 TV, Radio, Print, Digital ad products
• Track record of leading sales teams to meet and exceed revenue goals  
• 3+ years of overall advertising sales experience
• 3+ years of sales management experience 

Contact the following parties no later than January 8, 2016. 
Send cover letter and resume to:    

Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 
and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 

Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

qual PROMOTIONS DIRECTOR - DALLAS
Are you a highly organized, experienced manager of people: an 
experienced radio Promotions Director that understands radio 
Programming, Promotions and Sales operations? Are you an 
excellent multi-tasker with a highly creative mind? Do you believe 
in excellence in Programming, Sales and Promotions with on air 
products that delivers great, clean content Safe for the Whole 
Family? Do you possess large event management skills?

Salem Media Group Dallas is looking for a radio Promotions 
Director for our Dallas Cluster; a person that can document 
your performance history including unquestionable integrity, high 
standards and superior performance as a radio Promotions Director 
that will work side by side with one of the best broadcast teams in 
America. 

Please send your resume and cover letter documenting why you are 
the highly qualified Promotions Director we should consider for one 
of the best radio jobs available today to:

John L. Peroyea
operationstx@salem.cc

Salem Media Group, Inc EEO

STATION FOR SALE

Honolulu Station for Sale: 

5,000 watts. $150K. 
 

Great Potential for Individual or 
Group Operator. 

E-mail: 
mikekim1981@gmail.com

Place Your 
Classified Ad 

Online
CLICK HERE 

for details pricing.
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